
 

DATE: 02/10/22 to 09/10/22 

VENUE: ANU College 

 

CATC CAMP REPORT 

Description about the Event : 

The NCC fosters character, comradeship, service ideals, and leadership capacity in 

the country's youth, stimulates interest in the country's defence by providing 

service training to the youth, and builds a reserve to allow the Armed Forces to 

expand rapidly during a National Emergency. 

As part of their NCC training, our 9 cadets attended the CATC Camp (Combined 

Annual Training Camp) in ANU College , where they made an impression and 

won prizes in the various competitions held during the session. 

The NCC cadets are trained according to the schedule during the training session. 

The training started on 2nd  October and continued till 9th October , and the Senior 

cadets excelled in all aspects of NCC activities.The training was carried out in 

accordance with the unit's instructions. 

Each day of Camp different classes are taken on different subjects like weapon 

training , map reading , Knowing about NCC and its history etc. Every day a new 

lesson is thought in the camp , which enlightens the cadets .  

 

 



In camp we are given brief description about what NCC is and why is it needed .It 

is a part of Indian Armed Force which helps the students to develop self discipline 

and problem solving skills . Overall it grooms the youth to become patriotic 

citizens.   

After that cadets are given classes of basic drills and the common words that are 

used in drills . Cadets are divided into different groups like Alpha , Beta ,Charlie 

and Delta.  

Officers taught us about how to locate the places in map and how to recognise 

them on maps . The Officer showed cadets  about  compass and measurement scale 

used for map reading . In Other classes cadets are taught about  history of NCC , 

How and when NCC is formed in India and its importance to youth . 

Last day of camp ended with distribution of prizes  and certificates  in different 

categories of art and sports where cadets  had exhibited their talents . 

 

 

 



 

Participants 

REG NO NAME BRANCH YEAR 

AP21SWA414998  A . Dakshayani AI&DS          2 

AP21SWA415012 Preethi Rathore BBA          2 

AP21SWA415000 D.Meghana Choudhary CS-IT          2 

AP21SWA415020 M.Rupa      AI&DS          2 

AP21SWA415026 Sarah Sikha BA-IAS          2 

AP21SWA415036 Kalpana CSE          2 

AP21SWA415037 Soma Siri AI&DS          2 

AP21SWA415024 Shivanghi Mohindru BBA          2 

AP21SWA415014 B. Sindhu Naga Sri CSE          2 

 

 

 


